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1. Introduction

Document enrichment focuses on retrieving relevant knowledge from external resources, 
which is essential because text is generally replete with gaps. We use triples of Subject, 
Predicate, Object as knowledge and incorporate distributional semantics to rank them. 

(1) Our model first extracts these triples automatically from raw text.

(2) After that, it converts these triples into real-valued vectors with LDA. 

(3) These triples are then represented, together with the source document, as a graph of 

triples, and a global iterative algorithm is adopted to select the most relevant ones.

2. Triple-graph based Model

We use triple graph as a document representation, where the 
triples of “Subject, Predicate, Object” serve as nodes, and 
the edges indicate their 
relatedness. So the relevance 
between document and 
knowledge is converted into 
that between document 
nodes and the knowledge.


There are two kinds of nodes 
extracted automatically:

(1) source document nodes;

(2) knowledge nodes.

Then we propagate the 
relevance weight from source 
nodes to the knowledge 

3. Encoding Distributional Semantics

We employ the publicly available implementation of LDA, 
JGibbLDA2 (Phan et al., 2008). For every word wn, we get k 

distributional probabilities over k topics. Then we combine k 
possibilities together as a real-valued vector to represent wn 

We compute the semantic 
relatedness between triples 
as their cosine-similarity 
and use it as the probability 
of them propagating to each 
other.


4. Knowledge for Document Classification

Intuitively, the recovery of this information will be helpful to 
real applications. In this work, we select the top N most- 
relevant knowledge and use them as extra features, together 
with the features extracted from the source document.

5. Experiment

(1) Evaluation as a ranking problem 
Setup: We use 600 documents as source documents to be 
enriched. Then we use 16,599 documents as the source of 
background knowledge which are extracted automatically. 
After ranking, we annotate the result manually. 

(2) Task-based evaluation 
Setup: 17,199 documents over 9 topics. Our model gets the 
top-N relevant knowledge for every document as enrichment 
which serves as extra features for document classification. 

6. Future Work

(1) Explore a better way to encode distributional semantics.

(2) Explore the effect of introducing background knowledge 

in other NLP tasks, especially discourse parsing.


